Housing assistance: HCD Research Opportunities
Community Convening: December 2nd, 2021

AGENDA
PROCESS RECAP
● Project steps
● Recruitment overview
● Synthesis process
WHAT IS
● Topline ﬁndings
● The client journey
○ Stages and milestones of the journey
○ Stage detail - including barriers and inhibitors

PROVIDED IN PRE-READ

OPPORTUNITIES
● Review opportunities TGF identiﬁed in research
● Provide your input
○
Prioritize opportunities
○
Sequence opportunities
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OUR FOCUS FOR CLIENT RESEARCH

Improve the application process for rental assistance
Application process
Rental assistance

= includes referral, applying, and follow up communications
= short-term ﬁnancial assistance for paying rent and/or utilities
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WHAT IS, TODAY …
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TOPLINE INSIGHTS: THEME 1
This is a story about people struggling to stay above water.
● Many suddenly ﬁnd themselves in an unforeseen crisis, unable to provide for their families
for the ﬁrst time.
● Others have struggled to stay aﬂoat / been treading water for decades
● Multiple challenges in life pile on top of another and people can reach a tipping point
- they ﬁnd themselves sinking, falling behind on rent, facing eviction or homelessness.
● Most have been in FBC majority of their lives, but home ownership is beyond their reach.
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TOPLINE INSIGHTS: THEME 2
People fall into crises for a variety of reasons:
1.

A community-wide event such as COVID, the winter storm, hurricane, or ﬂood

2.

Reduced income due to a change in employment status, such as the loss of a job

3.

Change in living situation due to the end of a romantic relationship, or a grown child
leaving the household, resulting in sole responsibility for rent.

4.

Increased childcare burden, such as becoming a single parent or assuming
responsibility for raising grandchildren. The sole responsibility for childcare leaves the
person caught between caring for others and providing for them.

5.

Health crises that reduce mobility, prevent work, and increase cost of living.
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TOPLINE INSIGHTS: THEME 3
Most experience a profound sense of isolation.
This is often a symptom of a limited support network, resulting in feeling left behind or unwanted.

● Mental health issues such as depression and acute stress such as PTSD are common
among people seeking rent assistance.
● Relationship loss - Becoming a sole provider / losing a partner
● Job loss - loss of sense of identity / interactions with colleagues / disruption in routine
● Loneliness due to health problems that reduce mobility or ability to socialize.
● Geographical distance from family support
● Language barriers
● Documentation - Undocumented residents or those whose family members are seeking a
change in immigration status face additional barriers for fear of deportation or prolonged
family separation.
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TOPLINE INSIGHTS: THEME 4
Relationships are critical to any rent assistance intervention
because of clients’ emotional vulnerability.
1. Asking for help is hard. Reluctance to seek help is pervasive.
● The biggest driver of this reluctance is emotional vulnerability to embarrassment/shame.
○ Many people do not feel deserving of help, or think others need it more.
○ Pride / sense of identity as independent hold people back from seeking help.
● Fear of judgment is a key barrier to seeking help.
○ Negative past experiences with the system also drive this reluctance, reducing hope and
motivation to seek help.
● For most respondents, rental assistance is not their primary goal - they want better jobs so
they can be self-suﬃcient.
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TOPLINE INSIGHTS: THEME 4
Relationships are critical to any rent assistance intervention
because of clients’ emotional vulnerability.
2. Beneﬁciaries are acutely aware of how well they are treated by providers.
● At its best, the provider network ﬁlls the gaps in their support network, addressing these
emotional needs in the process.
○ Great providers serve as a social and emotional lifeline as well as a ﬁnancial one,
providing people with far more than help with rent.
○ These providers offer kindness, understanding, and hope that motivates people forward,
as well as a sense of belonging to a caring community.
○ Clients develop strong connections with case managers / provider staff, relying on them
and holding them in high esteem, like a hero, personal savior, or guardian angel.
○ Some will volunteer with the organizations that help them.
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TOPLINE INSIGHTS: THEME 4
Relationships are critical to any rent assistance intervention
because of clients’ emotional vulnerability.
3. Negative past experiences and repeated rejection reduces motivation to seek help.
● At its worst, the system is judgmental, indifferent, unresponsive, and rejecting, discouraging
already reluctant people from seeking help in the future.
● Many people carry scars from past experiences of poor treatment and repeated rejection
or unresponsiveness, and struggle to hope for anything different from other providers in the
system.
● Some manage to get temporary relief while others fall through the cracks, discouraged by
repeated rejection from a fragmented system.
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TOPLINE INSIGHTS: THEME 5
Many struggle to FIND help because they are unfamiliar with the
system and unaware of help available to them.
● Two key pieces of information are missing:
○ where to turn to for help,
○ what help do I qualify for
● Word of mouth (family, friends/colleagues, landlords/apt mgrs, and site location) best
source for ﬁnding help, but dependent on social support network.
● Landlords/leasing agents most common source of referrals
- then agencies, social workers, and church
● Lack of a holistic view results in a system that presents as fragmented.
Services are partitioned by housing, food, medical etc
whereas for clients, any assistance helps their household expenses.
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TOPLINE INSIGHTS: THEME 6
Many struggle to APPLY for help because of rigid process
requirements.
● The biggest barrier to applying for help is gathering documents.
○ Many landlords refuse to cooperate, forcing applicants to abandon the process.
■ Many landlords have informal agreements with tenants and do not want to submit
a W9 to avoid taxes on undeclared income.
■ Other landlords have privacy concerns and want to avoid sharing their information
with their tenants.
● Lack of choice around how to submit an application prevented completion.
○ Mobility or transportation issues precluded in-person applications
○ Diﬃculties reading/understanding forms
○ Lack of tech access precluded remote applications
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TOPLINE INSIGHTS: THEME 7
Successful application submission was enabled by agency staff.
(success drivers in order):

1. Direct + personal support to complete application
2. Empathic staff
3. Trust in provider’s staff
4. Comfort & encouragement from provider’s staff
5. Agency visit
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STAGES AND MILESTONES OF THE JOURNEY

Journey
Stages
TRIGGER
EVENT

1. DROWNING ALONE

2. CALLING OUT FOR HELP

3. GRASPING FOR LIFELINES

4. BREATHING AGAIN

5. STAYING ABOVE WATER

Journey
milestones
swallow
pride

ﬁnd
help

apply
for help

get
relief
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STAGE 1: DROWNING ALONE
Summary: People are no longer able to keep their heads above water.
They fall behind on rent and may be facing eviction. Cutting expenses everywhere they can,
they recognize their resourcefulness has reached its limits and they are running out of
options. Their reluctance loses precious time which creates more stress.
1. DROWNING ALONE

swallow
pride

2. CALLING OUT FOR HELP

3. GRASPING FOR LIFELINES

4. BREATHING AGAIN

5. STAYING ABOVE WATER

Milestone: Grappling with
reluctance to ask for help, they
ultimately swallow their pride and
accept that they need it.
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STAGE 2: CALLING OUT FOR HELP
Summary: They set out to ﬁnd the help they need.
For those needing help for the ﬁrst time, a lack of knowledge of the system puts
them at a disadvantage, though even those with some experience can struggle
to ﬁnd help.
1. DROWNING ALONE

2. CALLING OUT FOR HELP

ﬁnd
help

3. GRASPING FOR LIFELINES

4. BREATHING AGAIN

5. STAYING ABOVE WATER

Milestone: They ask for help and try
to ﬁnd organization(s) that have
funding for the services they need
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STAGE 3: GRASPING FOR LIFELINES
Summary: People apply for help with organizations they learned about and may
have contacted in the prior stage. Application processes and complexity vary
widely between agencies, leading to confusion when applying to more than one.

1. DROWNING ALONE

2. CALLING OUT FOR HELP

3. GRASPING FOR
LIFELINES

Milestone: They submit an
application (or have one submitted
on their behalf) and the required
paperwork

4. BREATHING AGAIN

5. STAYING ABOVE WATER

apply
for help
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STAGE 4: BREATHING AGAIN
Summary: People anxiously await an answer from the agencies where they submitted
applications. In most cases, there is a lack of follow-up that conﬁrms the landlord received
payment from the agency, leaving the applicant to chase answers unnecessarily.

1. DROWNING ALONE

2. CALLING OUT FOR HELP

3. GRASPING FOR LIFELINES

4. BREATHING AGAIN

Milestone: temporary relief from
stress about rent for those lucky
enough to have their application
approved

5. STAYING ABOVE WATER

get
relief
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STAGE 5: STAYING ABOVE WATER
Summary: Clients aspire to self suﬃciency, but rent relief is temporary. Rental
assistance helps them live to ﬁght another day, but their circumstances haven’t
fundamentally changed and they will return to crisis.

1. DROWNING ALONE

2. CALLING OUT FOR HELP

3. GRASPING FOR LIFELINES

4. BREATHING AGAIN

5. STAYING
ABOVE WATER

“They just need 3 months to get back on their feet.
1 month just puts a Band-Aid on a gunshot wound.”
-Agency stakeholder
“What I really need is "seed money"…
I could "get ahead" and maintain my payments...
I want one time help to get me out of my situation.”
-Client
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WHAT COULD BE ...
Opportunities to improve the application process for rental assistance
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TGF INITIATIVES: 1
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CROSS-AGENCY OPPORTUNITIES
Opportunities requiring a collaborative cross-agency approach
and sponsor to champion
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PRIORITIZED OPPORTUNITIES SUMMARY
0. TREADING WATER

1. DROWNING ALONE

TRIGGER
EVENT

0A. Preemptively
ﬁnd clients

swallow
pride
1A. Combined
engagement
campaign

2. CALLING OUT
FOR HELP

3. GRASPING FOR
LIFELINES

ﬁnd
help

4. BREATHING AGAIN

apply
for help

5. STAYING ABOVE WATER

get
relief

2A. Centralized
information
source

3A. Simpliﬁed
requirements

4A. Automate
routine
communications

2B. Centralized
navigator role

3B. Universal
application

4B. Escrow
accounts

5A. Pre-approval

3C. Shared
information
portal
3D.
Transportation
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OPPORTUNITY 1A
Combined engagement campaign

swallow
pride

● Overcome embarrassment of seeking assistance
● Normalize seeking help
● Improve awareness of all services

WHY
● Client reluctance is the biggest barrier to seeking help
● Lack of familiarity with available services is a major barrier to ﬁnding help
● Agencies have limited resources to advertise
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OPPORTUNITY 2A
Centralized information source

ﬁnd
help

● Provide and advertise a common source for information about assistance
(one phone number and web address)

WHY
● People have no idea where to turn when they need help
● Lack of familiarity with available services is a major barrier to ﬁnding help
● Clients have limited time to call multiple agencies or navigate complex websites
● Creates eﬃciencies for agency staff who have multiple roles competing for their time
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OPPORTUNITY 2B
Centralized Navigator role

ﬁnd
help

● Create a cross-agency Navigator (Case Manager) to guide clients to appropriate services

WHY
● A dedicated Navigator could create personal rapport with clients that is crucial to their success
● Clients have limited time to call multiple agencies or navigate complex websites
● The navigator can streamline the process for clients by guiding them to service options that
match their needs, availability of documents, and ability to access and complete an application
● Creates eﬃciencies for agency staff who have multiple roles competing for their time
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OPPORTUNITY 3A
Simpliﬁed requirements

apply
for help

● Simplify and align document requirements
● Eliminate requirement for landlord’s W9 (or other tax information)

WHY
● Gathering documents is a major barrier to completing an application
(or seeking help in the ﬁrst place)
● Landlords frequently refuse to provide W9s and other information, which prevents clients from
applying for assistance
● Negative prior experiences are largely shaped from complexity and inconsistency in requirements
for eligibility and documentation
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OPPORTUNITY 3B
Universal application

apply
for help

● Create one application across agencies to quickly match client needs to services
● Provide options for submittal - self-guided or guided; online, via phone, or in-person
● Enable multiple providers to access common application information
WHY
● Clients have to repeat their story over and over
● Having to make multiple (often unsuccessful) applications to multiple providers is too
burdensome for clients and shapes negative previous experiences
● It is too burdensome for individual providers to provide necessary options for applications
in-person, online, via phone, or paper form
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OPPORTUNITY 3C
Shared information portal

apply
for help

● Allow documents and applications to be uploaded to central data repository
● Enable ongoing assistance by allowing organizations access to approved applications

WHY
● Eliminate document loss and tracking issues
● Clients are often not aware they are eligible for ongoing and/or additional services
● Landlords could upload their information and avoid their privacy concerns and associated delays
● Time eﬃciencies for agency staff
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OPPORTUNITY 3D
Transportation

apply
for help

● Provide cross agency transportation services
● Subsidize transportation via Rideshare services
● In-home consultations with Navigators
WHY
● Lack of vehicle and limited public transport prevent clients from getting to agency oﬃces to apply
for services
● Many in need of ﬁnancial assistance have health or mobility issues that limit their ability to travel
to agency oﬃces
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OPPORTUNITY 4A
Automate routine communications

get
relief

● Log communications and reminders for providers to respond / follow-up with clients
● Enable clients to check progress with login or call-in to automated system

WHY
● Eliminate clients “falling through cracks” in the future
● Create eﬃciencies for agency staff and minimize disruptions
● Reduce client anxiety awaiting
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OPPORTUNITY 4B
Escrow accounts

get
relief

● Automate payments and keep sources private from landlords with escrow accounts

WHY
● Client anxiety about eviction creates reluctance to apply for assistance
● Could allow client to protect monthly amount to ensure funds are always available for rent
● Could be used to ensure assistance goes to rent only and reduce fraud
● Link to other services that coach vulnerable community members on savings and ﬁnancial
management
● Automated payment reduces burden on provider staff
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OPPORTUNITY 5A
Pre-approval
● Create a pre-approval process for those already “in the system” or people who may need services
in the near future
● Enable client to update their information over time via an emailed web link or text back updates
WHY
● Reduce the delays caused by the application and approval process
● Make it easier for other organizations to see an approved application “on-ﬁle” and reach out for
assistance from other programs - food pantries, COVID relief, etc
● Create time eﬃciencies for agency staff
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OPPORTUNITY 0A
Preemptively ﬁnd clients
● Proactively contact people who may need housing ﬁnancial assistance services
(eg. living in ﬂood plain)

WHY
● Find clients earlier, as a work-around for approval delays
● People have no idea where to turn when they need help
● Lack of familiarity with available services is a major barrier to ﬁnding help
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PRIORITIZED OPPORTUNITIES SUMMARY
0. TREADING WATER

1. DROWNING ALONE

TRIGGER
EVENT

0A.
Preemptively
ﬁnd clients

swallow
pride
1A. Combined
engagement
campaign

2. CALLING OUT
FOR HELP

3. GRASPING FOR
LIFELINES

ﬁnd
help

4. BREATHING AGAIN

apply
for help

5. STAYING ABOVE WATER

get
relief

2A. Centralized
information
source

3A. Simpliﬁed
requirements

4A. Automate
routine
communications

2B. Centralized
navigator role

3B. Universal
application

4B. Escrow
accounts

5A. Pre-approval

3C. Shared
information
portal
3D.
Transportation
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FOLLOW UP SURVEY
Identify barriers to the prioritized opportunities
○ A 10 minute survey - closes 10am Monday morning
○ Your answers are anonymous - so please don’t hold back!
○ From your perspective as a service provider, help us understand barriers to 11
opportunities to improve the rental assistance application process
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/FJR58XR
1.

What barriers do you foresee?
Barriers could be anything or anyone that you expect to get in the way of
addressing these opportunities.

2.

How would you best categorize that barrier?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Provider Resources
Provider Skills
Provider Incentives
Provider Knowledge and Beliefs
System Structure / Complexity
Inter-agency Communications
Other
36

NEXT STEPS
○ 10 minute survey directly following this presentation to establish provider view of barriers
(please respond by Monday morning)
○ December 9th

→ Discuss barriers identiﬁed in survey and how to overcome
→ Discuss 2022 plan for prioritized opportunities

○ January (date TBD)

→ review all opportunities (near- and mid-term)
→ how to apply this work to your context
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Overcoming barriers to prioritized opportunities
Community Convening: December 9th, 2021

WELCOME MESSAGE FROM:

2

Introductions: Upstream Thinking

Melissa Young

Paul Noble-Campbell

Paul Kramer

Upstream Partner
Project Manager

Upstream Partner
Project Lead

Upstream Partner
Project Strategist
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AGENDA

5 mins

● TGF commitment for carrying work forward in 2022

5 mins

● Review the poll results from previous convening

5 mins

● Introduce common barriers from the survey

45 mins

● Breakout room discussion of barriers speciﬁc to the 5 prioritized opportunities
○ Introduce key barriers from the survey
○ Group discussion of how to overcome key barriers from the survey

15 mins

● Groups report back on main takeaway for each opportunity

5 mins

● Overview of Upstream’s project 2 & engagement opportunities in 2022

5 mins

● Gather list of collaborators to include in the process

5 mins

● Closing remarks from The George Foundation
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POLL RESULTS: IMPACT
Ranking of opportunities by positive impact on Fort Bend County
= impact for clients + impact on eﬃciencies for service providers
243
242
241

BIG POINT
BREAK
HERE

238
226
146
139
132
132
129
106
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POLL RESULTS: SEQUENCING
0. TREADING WATER

1. DROWNING ALONE

TRIGGER
EVENT

0A.
Preemptively
ﬁnd clients

2. CALLING OUT
FOR HELP

swallow
pride
1A. Combined
engagement
campaign

3. GRASPING FOR
LIFELINES

ﬁnd
help

1

4

2A. Centralized
information
source
2B. Centralized
navigator role

4. BREATHING AGAIN

apply
for help

2

3A. Simpliﬁed
requirements

3 3B. Universal
application

5. STAYING ABOVE WATER

get
relief
4A. Automate
routine
communications

5A. Pre-approval

4B. Escrow
accounts

5 3C. Shared

information
portal
3D.
Transportation
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SURVEY RESULTS: COMMON BARRIER THEMES

RESOURCES
● These opportunities were prioritized as they will require cross agency funding and resources
○ This support will include development, launch, and maintenance
CHANGE MANAGEMENT
Efforts switching from or integrating with provider’s existing systems will require cross agency funding and resources
TRAINING AND SKILL
● New roles require new skill sets and training - will need to be a cross agency effort
AGENCY ALIGNMENT
● What is the process and how do we getting consensus on design requirements?
○ Upstream will facilitate an inclusive process - your engagement is crucial

BREAKOUT ROOM SESSION

● 45 minute session
● You will be randomly assigned to 3 breakout rooms
● Identify ideas to overcome key barriers speciﬁc to the 5 prioritized opportunities
● Each group will volunteer a spokesperson to share out key takeaways
● Spokesperson has 5 minutes to share their key takeaway for each of the 5 opportunities
○ We will start with Group 1, then 2, and 3

OPPORTUNITY 2A
Centralized information source
● Provide and advertise a common source for information about assistance
(one phone number and web address)

OVERLAP WITH 211
● Are we adding on to what they are doing, or connecting to what they have done?
KEEPING INFORMATION CURRENT
● Make sure this source is dependable and accurate
● Who is going to ensure providers maintain their information?
AGENCY ALIGNMENT
● Diﬃcult to reach consensus on what information is critical, so we don’t overwhelm the client

OPPORTUNITY 2B
Centralized navigator role
● Create a cross-agency Navigator (Case Manager) to guide clients to appropriate services

KEEPING UPDATED
● How do we keep Navigators‘ knowledge up-to-date?

CHANGE MANAGEMENT
● What buy-in do we need from agencies?
ADVERTISING THE NAVIGATOR
● Identify the most effective channels to help people ﬁnd the Navigator
RESOURCES
● Where will Navigators be located? Who will employ them?
● Would be diﬃcult to implement with current systems that aren't integrated
MEETING HOLISTIC NEEDS
● The ability to get ALL stakeholders/agencies included with ancillary services.
Eg schools might not provide housing but know which families are struggling

OPPORTUNITY 3A
Simpliﬁed requirements
● Simplify and align document requirements
● Eliminate requirement for landlord’s W9 (or other tax information)

CHANGE MANAGEMENT
● What do we have to consider to make new requirements compatible with existing systems?
● Do we need to use income requirements and household size to qualify a client?
FIXED CONSTRAINTS
● How do we work around ﬁxed constraints of different funding streams?
● How do service provider funding reports affect eligibility requirements?
AGENCY ALIGNMENT
●
Providers may not be willing to concede on what data they need for their services

OPPORTUNITY 3B
Universal application
● Create one application across agencies to quickly match client needs to services
● Provide options for submittal - self-guided or guided; online, via phone, or in-person
● Enable multiple providers to access common application information

FIXED CONSTRAINTS
● Some services currently require different data
(based on data that must be submitted to various funding agencies)
CHANGE MANAGEMENT
● Getting providers to be more ﬂexible about their data
● What do we have to consider to make a universal application compatible with existing systems?
AGENCY ALIGNMENT
● Getting consensus from multiple agencies on the minimum of application information needed
avoid complexity for client
RESOURCES
● Other efforts have failed (think ProUnitas in HISD)
MARKETING
● Letting the client know that the process is now more streamlined

to

OPPORTUNITY 3C
Shared information portal
● Allow documents and applications to be uploaded to central data repository
● Enable ongoing assistance by allowing organizations access to approved applications

PRIVACY OF DATA
● Need mutual agreement/understanding from all partners as to what information will be shared in the portal
● Identiﬁable information such as name and/or home address is very sensitive for Domestic Violence clients
● Need client consent to share their data
CLIENT RELUCTANCE FROM PRIVACY CONCERNS
● Some will object to their information being stored in a central location due to fear of data breaches or federal
agencies (such as ICE) having access to that database
CHANGE MANAGEMENT
● It would need controls to ensure different agency staff upload data consistently

TECHNICAL COMPLEXITY
● Coding the appropriate levels of access is complicated

GROUP SHARE OUT - 5 minutes each
0. TREADING WATER

1. DROWNING ALONE

TRIGGER
EVENT

0A.
Preemptively
ﬁnd clients

swallow
pride
1A. Combined
engagement
campaign

2. CALLING OUT
FOR HELP

3. GRASPING FOR
LIFELINES

ﬁnd
help

4. BREATHING AGAIN

apply
for help

5. STAYING ABOVE WATER

get
relief

2A. Centralized
information
source

3A. Simpliﬁed
requirements

4A. Automate
routine
communications

2B. Centralized
navigator role

3B. Universal
application

4B. Escrow
accounts

5A. Pre-approval

3C. Shared
information
portal
3D.
Transportation
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NEXT STEPS FOR UPSTREAM IN 2022

PHASE 1:
ESTABLISH
OVERALL SYSTEM
DESIGN AND
WORKFLOW

KEY OUTCOMES
● Deﬁne stakeholder needs
● Deﬁne user experience needs
● Design ideal workﬂow
● Validate system design through user testing (clients and stakeholders)
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EXAMPLE OUTPUT: ESTABLISH OVERALL SYSTEM DESIGN AND WORKFLOW

EXAMPLE OUTPUT
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT FOR 2022

PHASE 1:
ESTABLISH
OVERALL SYSTEM
DESIGN AND
WORKFLOW

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
● Group session to deﬁne product requirements
● Group session to reﬁne workﬂow blueprint
● Final review of blueprint

12 -14 WEEKS DURATION

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT TIME:
24 - 32 hours
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COLLABORATORS

Who do you see as a key collaborator in deﬁning design requirements for the system?
https://pollev.com/ammieblahuta900
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SAVE THE DATE!

FINAL CONVENING: January 14th (Friday) 10:30 am -12:00
→review and discuss all opportunities identiﬁed (including near- and mid-term)
→ how to apply this work to your context
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WRAP UP
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